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Estimation of light rain and cold season precipitation over the variety of Earth surface 
conditions remain longstanding open issues for space-based radar and passive microwave 
(MW) observing systems, such the current Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) 
core satellite and the precipitation products produced by its constellation radiometers.  
Previous radar simulations and observations from CloudSat have shown the benefit of 94 
GHz (W-band) radar observations to complement 14/35 GHz (Ku/Ka-band, such as the 
GPM Dual Frequency Precipitation Radar, DPR) for these precipitation conditions, and 
the capabilities as well as limitations of high frequency (HF, 85 GHz and above) passive 
MW observations also sensitive to the associated surface and environmental conditions of 
the associated weather systems.  To assess the requirements for future cloud/precipitation 
observing systems, the collection of global GPM/CloudSat satellite coincidences is 
examined for consistency between the vertical cloud structure, surface conditions and the 
corresponding HF observations, which cover a diverse range of weather conditions.  
Similar observations from the NASA DC-8 (radar profiles from the Advanced 
Precipitation Radar (APR-3) and two HF radiometers) were collected during November-
December 2015 as part of the OLYMPEX-RADEX campaign in western Washington 
state, covering orographically evolving precipitation events with flight transects that 
covered transitions from ocean, coast, vegetation and snow-covered surfaces, regimes 
where there is less experience in modeling the joint atmospheric and land surface 
properties.  Since W-band detects the upper cloud that DPR is largely insensitive to, its 
added benefit is assessed from the level of consistency between HF simulations and the 
corresponding observations. 
 
 


